
You are probably one of the most important ambassadors Livingstone could
have! You play a key role in the visitors’ journey by helping them reach the many
different wonders and attractions in Livingstone. You are likely to be the first and last
local person visitors can have a real conversation with, so don't miss out on the
opportunity!

You should have a lot of knowledge about Livingstone: what there is to do, restaurants,
where ATMs are located, what's happening in the town, how long/far it is to the
airport/other attractions, etc... You have the advantage of being able to tell stories
about the destination to your customers and educate them on Livingstone's way
of life, some customs, traditions, etc. 

destinationlivingstone2020@gmail.com
www.destinationlivingstone.org

+260976 862325

Aim to speak to visitors in a friendly tone and smile! 

You can make
Destination
Livingstone
Memorable

YOU ARE IMPORTANT TO DESTINATION LIVINGSTONE!

TAXI DRIVERS

Provide great interactions: 

BE WELCOMING!

Be open-minded and avoid judgment

Be patient and supportive if visitors don’t have the right currency or don't
speak English for example. If appropriate and relevant, provide them with
assistance (point out where the nearest ATM is)

It’s people, not just the Victoria Falls, that make a journey to Livingstone memorable!

Respect the visitors’ privacy, they may not feel like chatting 

If visitors want to know more, share positive stories about yourself and
Livingstone

Be curious about them! Ask them where they are from, what they are interested in
doing in Livingstone, if it is their first time here, how long and what they are up to
during their time in Livingstone, if they are enjoying their trip so far, etc

Be aware of local events to let visitors know if they are interested
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Look welcoming:

Make sure you are clean and
dressed appropriately

Make sure your vehicle is
clean and tidy 

Politely inform your visitors of
the rules in your taxi (if there  are
any)

Politely explain the COVID-19
guidelines to follow 

Help people to load and
unload their bags, suitcases
etc

Make sure that your clients are
not hassled by street vendors,
streetkids or beggars

BE TRUSTWORTHY!

Be a high quality and reliable
source of information for the
visitors:

Have your licence and the
document certifying that you
are a member of the
transport association
visible for customers

Follow the Livingstone Public
Transport Association
guidelines on pricing and
make sure that your pricing
structure is clear and
visible to visitors

Don’t hard sell things
(insisting on taking visitors to
a particular shop owned by
your friend or family member,
etc.)

Recommend visitors to
download the Destination
Livingstone's mobile app
to find out what to do / where
to go

Direct visitors to the police or
nearest doctor should you
see that they need help (theft,
illness, etc.)

Encourage safe interactions with
animals:
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Livingstone can have a number of
different wild animals walking
through parts of the town or at
hotels and other facilities. These
include elephants, zebras, giraffes,
baboons and on occasions hippos or
buffalo
Don't encourage or feed animals.
Inform visitors (leaflets / signs)

Don’t try to pet them

If visitors are taking photographs
keep a safe distance away and don’t
let them leave your vehicle especially
if there are babies with them

Explain to visitors the responsibilities
that come with driving through the
national park (wildlife's habitat) -
driving very carefully, dangerous
animals, etc.

Be aware of their CERT programme - CATS
Elephant Response Team - which operates
a 24hr service to help defuse a situation
and prevent injury or property damage.
Keep their card in your vehicle or at your desk.
Contact:+260976992099 

Follow CATS - Conservation and Tourism
Society on Facebook for more information
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Use water sparingly

Limit your impact on the
environment:

BE SUSTAINABLE!

Recycle / dispose of
your waste
appropriately

Turn off your car 
 when you are parked 

Help keep Livingstone clean:

Don't litter

Report any littering / rubbish tipping
to Destination Livingstone (see contact
information at the bottom of this page)

Provide bins for visitors in your taxi so
they can dispose of their waste

GET RESULTS!

Visitors' experience (either positive or negative) during their taxi ride with you will be
reflected in their overall satisfaction of the destination. Pleasant experiences in taxi rides
will contribute to Livingstone gaining a positive reputation as a tourism
destination, bringing more tourists and benefits to the local economy.
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